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ABSTRACT 
Let M, be the box spline associated with an s X n matrix 3’. If 5 has only 
integer entries, then the phenomenon of linear independence of the integer translates 
of M, is now well understood. When the translates of M3 are restricted to 
submodules of Z”, the corresponding problem has received some attention recently. 
This problem is intimately connected with the linear independence of integer 
translates of box splines associated with rational matrices. In this paper, a sufficient 
condition for the linear independence of such translates is given. This result extends 
the known theorem for integer matrices. Some inherent differences between the two 
cases are highlighted. These differences indicate that an exact necessary and suffi- 
cient condition for independence in the case of rational matrices may be difficult to 
obtain. However, a complete characterization is provided for the univariate case. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let B be an s X n real matrix with rank s and nonzero columns 
x1,x2 ,...) X”. The xi’s are called directions and are not necessarily distinct 
from one another. The box spline M, associated with the matrix E is the 
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compactly supported piecewise polynomial function defined by the relation 
(see [21) 
Thus the Fourier transform of M, is 
n I_ e-iCX, 
M,(5)= I-I i5._ ) 5 E R". 
j=l J 
(1.2) 
For the given matrix 2, we define 
G?(Z) := (Y; Y ” IS an invertible s X s submatrix of E}. Cl.31 
If &’ is a submodule of the Z-module Z” and 4 is a compactly supported 
s-dimensional distribution, then we say that the &translates of C$ are 
linearly independent if 
c a(kM(.-k)=O, U(k)EC, 
kca“ 
implies that 
u(k) = 0 for all k E &. (1.41 
When 4 = M, for an integer matrix B (i.e., all entries in E are integers) and 
& = Z”, the phenomenon of linear independence is elegantly characterized 
by the foIlowing determinant condition: 
THEOREM 1.1. LRt E be an s x n integer matrix with rank s. Then the 
Z”-translates of ME ure linearly independent if and only if ldet Y I= 1 for 
ezjey Y E B(E). 
Proof. The necessity part of the theorem is due to de Boor and HGllig 
[2, Proposition 41; that the condition is also sufficient was shown by Jia [6] 
and Dahmen and Micchelli [4, Theorem 4.21. n 
To motivate the present paper, we recall briefly the notion of cardinal 
interpolation. Following de Boor, Hollig, and Riemenschneider [3], we say 
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that the cardinal interpolation problem (CIP) for M, on & is correct if for 
each bounded function f : d + R, there exists a unique bounded sequence 
(U(k))k E& such that the function Ck E .d a(k)M,(. - k) agrees with f 
on ti. 
Clearly, a necessary condition for the correctness of the CIP for ME on 
~2 is the linear independence of the &translates of M,. 
Now, let z be the “four-direction mesh” in the plane, i.e., the matrix 
whose columns comprise the vectors (LO), (0, l), (l,l> and (1, - 1) with 
possible multiplicities. It is an easy consequence of Theorem 1.1 that the 
Z”-translates of M, are linearly dependent and therefore the CIPfor M, on 
Z” is not correct. However, if ~2 is the submolecule of Z” generated by the 
vectors (1,l) and (1, - l), then it was shown by Jetter and Riemenschneider 
151 that the CIP for ME on ~2 is correct. Consequently, the &translates of 
M, are linearly independent. 
This leads us, quite naturally, to the study of linear independence of such 
&translates of ME for an arbitrary s X n integer matrix 8. This problem, as 
we shall presently see, is closely linked with that of linear independence of 
the ZS-translates of ME associated with a rational matrix 8. These two 
questions will be the focal point of this paper. 
If 4 is a compactly supported continuous function on R”, then the linear 
independence of its Z”-translates is characterized by the following theorem 
due to Dahmen and Miccchelli [4, Theorem 4.11. The core of this theorem 
also appears to have been known to Lefranc [7]. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let 4 be a continuous function on R” with compact 
support. Then the Z”-translates of 4 are linearly independent if and only if 
there is no 8 E C” such that 
c eifJ.j+(. _ j) = 0. 
j E Z" 
Recently, this fact was formulated by Ron [9, Theorem 1.11 for compactly 
supported distributions in terms of their Fourier transforms. His result read 
as follows. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let 4 be a compactly supported s-dimensional distribu- 
tion. Then the following hold: 
(a) If 8 EC”, then CjEzSe’ “e’J$(.-j)=O ifandonly$&8+2rj)=O 
for all j E Z”. 
(b) The Z”-translates of 4 are linearly independent if and only if for each 
8 E C”, there exists an 1 E Z” such that &0 + 27~1) # 0. 
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Specializing Theorem 1.3(b) to box splines, we obtain, in view of (1.2), 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let Z be an s X n real matm’x with rank s and nonzero 
columns x ,, x2, . . . , x,,. Then the Z”-translates of M, are linearly independent 
if and only if for each 0 E R” there exists an 1 E Z‘ such that 
(e+l)*x,~z\{o} forall k=1,2 ,..., n. (1.5) 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We begin with the univariate case (s = 1). Our first result is the follow- 
ing: 
TIIEOREM 2.1. Let B be a 1 X n matrix with nonzero rational entries xk. 
Then the Z-translates uf the univariate box spline MZ are linearly indepen- 
dent iLf and only zf xk @ Z \ { - 1,l) for each k = 1,2, , n. 
Proof. To prove necessity, assume that for some i, xi E Z \{ - 1,l). 
Choose 0 = l/xi. Then, 
(0 + j)xi = 1+ jx, E Z \ {O] forall jEZ. 
By Corollary 1.4, the Z-translates of M, are linearly dependent. 
Conversely, assume that xk E Z \ { - 1,1) for all k = 1,2,. . , n. We let 
XI, = Pk/qk with Pk, (!k E Z \ {O}, ok positive and relatively prime to pk. In 
view of Corollary 1.4, it suffices to show that for each 0 E R, there exists an 
1 E Z such that 
(e + 1)x, E Z\(O} forall k=1,2 ,..., n. (2.1) 
Let 0 E R. If 8 is either irrational or an integer, then (2.1) is satisfied for 
I= 0 and 1 = - 0 respectively. So, let 0 = a/b where a, b E Z \ {O}, with 
b > 1 and relatively prime to a. We now invoke a theorem of Dirichlet’s [l, 
Theorem 7.91 which asserts that for any pair of coprime integers A and I_L 
with p positive, the sequence {A + jp; j E Z} contains infinitely many 
primes. Applying this result, we can find an integer 1 such that a + lb is a 
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prime greater than max{qk; I < k =G n]. We now have 
k=1,2 ,..., n. (2.2) 
If xk = + 1 for some k, then it is clear from (2.2) that (0 + lh, @ Z; on the 
other hand, if xk E Z, then (u + Zb)xk E Z, since qk is a relatively prime to 
both a + Zh and pk. Therefore, (a + Zb)xk /b E Z. In either case, (2.1) is 
satisfied for this choice of 1, and the proof is complete. n 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let E be a 1 X n matrix with nonzero integer entries yk. 
Suppose that m is a nonzero integer. Then the mZ-translates of M, are 
ZinearZy independent if und only tf yk /m CC Z \ ( - 1, 1) for each k = 1,2,. . , n. 
Proof. Let 2’ denote the 1 X n matrix with entries yk /m. Then the 
linear independence of the mZ-translates of M, is equivalent to that of the 
Z-translates of M,.. The required result now follows from Theorem 2.1. n 
We now turn to the multivariate situation. Although we are unable to 
obtain a characterization akin to that in Theorem 2.1, we provide a suitable 
sufficient condition for linear independence. 
Before stating the result, we take note of the following useful fact. 
REMARK 2.3. If a is a real s X n matrix with rank s and V is a 
nonsingular s X s matrix, then we have (see [2]) 
M,(x) = ]detV]Mv,(Vx), x E R” . (2.3) 
In particular, if V is a unimodular (i.e., ]det V( = 1) integer matrix, then 
using (2.3) and the fact that VZ” = Z”, it is not difficult to see that the 
Zs-translates of ME are linearly independent if and only if the Z”-translates 
of M,, are. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 3 be an s x n rutionuZ matrix with rank s and 
nonzero columns x ,, x,, . . , x,,. Suppose that for every Y E a(E), Y-’ is cm 
integer matrix. Then the Z”-translates of M, are linearly independent. 
REMARK 2.5. It should be mentioned that if E is an integer matrix and 
Y E a(E), then Jdet Y) = 1 if and only if Y-’ is an integer matrix. Thus the 
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above condition is a natural extension of the determinant condition to rational 
matrices. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. By virtue of Corollary 1.4, one needs to show that 
for every 0 E R”, there exists an E E Z” such that 
(e+z)~x,~z\{o}, k =1,2 ,..., n. (2.4) 
The proof proceeds by induction on s and n. The case s = 1 is covered by 
Theorem 2.1. So assume inductively that the theorem is true for s - 1. 
Next, the case n = s can be dealt with as follows. We solve the following 
system of equations for I = (1,, I,, . . . , Z,y>: 
s 
c Z,x,“=[-&xJ, k=1,2 ,..., s, (2.5) 
u=l 
where xk = (xi, xi,. , xi)“ and [a] denotes the integer part of u. Since g-’ 
is now an integer matrix, the solution of (2.5) belongs to Z” (by Cramer’s 
rule). It is clear that (2.4) holds for this 1. The theorem is therefore true for 
n = s, and we may suppose inductively that it is true for n - 1. 
Now, Iet B be an s X n matrix. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that there exists a Y E .9&E.) containing x, as one of its columns. Let 
r, = (l/m)y,, where y, E Z” and m E Z\ (0). Following the proof of Theo- 
rem II.2 in [B], we can find an s X s unimodular integer matrix V such that 
vyl=(g:,o,o i..., o)T g: E Z\{O}. (2.6) 
Let 2 := Vz, and denote its columns by fi, i = 1,. , n. In view of Remark 
2.3, it suffices to prove the theorem for Ms. Note that B is a rational matrix 
with nonzero columns and rank s. Also, d, = (%:,O,O, . . . ,OJT, where ?: = 
rji /m. Furthermore, if 2 E @(8>, th en 2 = VW for some W E @(s’>; since 
W-i and V- ’ are integer matrices, so is Z- ‘. Therefore, the induction 
hypotheses can (and will) be applied to submatrices of E. 
Let r2,r3,..., r,‘ be integers such that 1 < re < r3 < . . . < r,, < n. Note 
that if the matrix 
(2.71 
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is invertible, then the inverse, by hypothesis, is an integer matrix. Therefore, 
(x’:)- ’ E Z, and the inverse of the matrix 
(2.8) 
exists and is an integer matrix. 
Now, let 6 = (0,,8,,. . ., 0,) E R” be given. There are two possible cases. 
Case I: 0, E Z. By the induction hypothesis, there exists an 1= 
(I,, I,, . . ,Z,) E Z” such that 
(e+l).x’,eZ\(O) for k =2,3 ,..., n. (2.9) 
For this 1. we observe that 
(0 + I).?, = (0, + II)?; E z, (2.10) 
as (z?i)-’ and I, are integers whereas e1 is not. From (2.9) and (2.10), we see 
that (2.4) holds, so that the theorem is proved in this case. 
Case II: 8, E Z. Let g’ denote the (s - 1)X (n - 1) matrix with 
columns <5,“, . . ,_fil;>‘, k = 2,3,. . . , n. Then any nonsingular (s - 1)X (s - 1) 
submatrix Z of 8’ is of the form (2.8) and can be extended to an element in 
G!?(8) of the form (2.7). Consequent!y, Z-’ is an integer matrix. Thus, 
applying the induction hypothesis to E”, we obtain an (Z,, l,, . . . , Z,v> E Z”-’ 
such that 
i (e,+z,)x’k”~z\(o}’ k =2,3 ,..., n. (2.11) 
v=2 
Set 1, = - 8, E Z. For 1 = (1,,1,,.. .,l,) E Z”, we see that 
(0 + Z)*?1= (0, + z,)x’; = 0 (2.12) 
and 
(f3+Z)*2,= i (8, + Z”)Zky P z\ {O} for k =2,3 ,..., n, (2.13) 
v=2 
thus completing the proof. n 
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COROLLARY 2.6. Let 2 be an s X n integer matrix with nonzero columns 
and rank s. Suppose that A is an invertible s X s integer matrix such that 
& := AZ” c XZ” for all X E 9?( 8). 
Then the titranslates of ME are linearly independent. 
Proof. Firstly, it follows from (2.3) that the &translates of ME are 
linearly independent if and only if the Z‘-translates of MAmie are. 
Now, note that A-’ a is a rational matrix and if Y E @(A - ‘E), then 
Y = A-‘X for some X E g(E). Since AZ” cXZ”, there exists an s X s 
integer matrix U such that A = XU. Consequently, Y-’ = U is an integer 
matrix. and the desired result follows from Theorem 2.4. H 
REMARK 2.7. The condition considered in Theorem 2.4 is not necessary 
for linear independence. Indeed, if 
then the Z”-translates of ME are linearly independent (this can be deduced 
from Corollary 1.4). Obviously, 
1 1 
y := l I 2 EB(E), 0 -P 
but Y- ’ is not an integer matrix. 
REMARK 2.8. If B is the four-direction mesh discussed in Section 1, 
then Corollary 2.6 enables us to conclude that the &translates of ME are 
linearly independent, where, as before, &’ is the submodule of Z” gener- 
ated by the vectors (1,l) and (1, - 1). Th is re-proves Corollary 2.4 in [5]. 
3. FURTHER REMARKS AND EXAMPLES 
In this section, we wish to focus on some essential differences (with 
regard to linear independence) between box splines with integer directions 
and those with rational directions. Our examples here seem to indicate that 
obtaining a precise characterization of linear independence in the case of 
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rational directions may well be an arduous task. The same goes for linear 
independence of box splines with integer directions when the translates are 
restricted to proper submodules of Z”. 
We commence with the following observation. 
REMARK 3.1. If B is an integer matrix, then it is quite evident from 
Theorem 1.1 that the Z”-translates of M, are linearly independent if and 
only if for each Y E @(El, the Z”-translates of M, are also linearly indepen- 
dent. 
On the other hand, if B has rational entries, then this condition is 
certainly necessary for linear independence (on account of Corollary 1.4, for 
instance), but no longer sufficient, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let 
l 
I 1. 5 i 
= Y 2 2, 2 g := 
1 _I L _I 
2 2 2 2 1. 
(3.1) 
First, we show that the Z”-translates of ME are linearly dependent. Again, 
we appeal to Corollary 1.4. Let 
@=(+,+R”. 
It suffices to establish the following 
Claim. There is 720 1 E Z” such that 
/_Lk:=(e+z)*x,~z\{o} for each k = 1,2,3,4. (3.2) 
Proof. 
above. 
We have, with 0 = ($, i), 1= (I,, /a)~ Z”, and j_‘k as defined 
1, + I, + 1 
p1= 2 ’ 
1, - I, 
P2 = 
2 ’ 
3+51, + I, 
F3 = 
2 ’ 
2+51, - 1, 
P4 = . 2 
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First notice that 
Therefore, if (3.2) is to hold simultaneously for all k = 1,2,3,4, 720 pLk can be 
zero, so aEZ of the he’s must be nonintegers. But that cannot be true either. 
Indeed, if pu, E Z, then 1, + 1, and hence 1, - 1, is an even integer, thereby 
forcing pq to be a nonzero integer. 
Thus, for each 2 E Z”, at least one pk must be a nonzero integer. This 
completes the proof. W 
In fact, the linear dependence relation in this case is given by 
c (-ly+-j%(. -j)=O. 
jcz= 
j=(j,J,) 
Next, we show that for each Y E 68(g), the Z”-translates of M,. are 
linearly independent. At the outset, we note that for any given Y E 9(E), we 
can find (as in the proof of Theorem 2.4) a unimodular 2 X 2 integer matrix V 
such that VY is of the form 
(3.3) 
where A and I_L are integers and p > 0. So the desired result will follow once 
we prove the following 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let Y be a matrix of the form (3.3). Then the Z”-trans- 
lates of M, are linearly independent. 
Proof. Let v,=(i,O)and v,=(A+i,p)and 
A := (Ru, URI;,) +Z2. 
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Let J, (n E Z) be the jump operators given by 
J”f(X,) := ,li_m [f( x+++-f(X1,n-E)], x1 E R. 
Suppose that 
f:= c u(j,,j,)M,(-- 
j E 2” 
j=(j,,j,) 
Then we have, for x1 E R and (x,, n) e A, 
j) = 0. 
For x1 = m + $, m E Z, we have 
X,-jl-A-$=m-j,-A-~EZ-_t, 
so that 
x~~.~,~)(x~ - j, - A - +) = 0. 
Therefore, 
O= C u(j,,n)x~o,l,z)(m+a-j~)=u(m,n). 
ilcZ 
This shows that the Z’-translates of M, are linearly independent. 
REMARK 3.4. Example 3.2 can also be used to illustrate the following. 
Let 3 be an integer matrix and A E S(B). If &:= AZ”, then we have 
(3.4) 
[2, Proposition 31. 
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If the &translates of M, are linearly independent, then the constant 
function 1 cannot have two distinct representations by means of &translates 
of M,. Therefore, it follows from (3.4) that a necessary condition for the 
linear independence of &translates is that YZ” is not a proper submodule of 
&’ for uny Y E @(El. If &‘= Z‘, th’ is condition is equivalent to the 
determinant condition and hence sufficient for linear independence as well. 
However, this is not the case when &’ is a proper submodule of Z”. This is 
the purport of the next example. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let 
- ( 
-= 1 1 1 0 3 2 
1 ) -1 0 12 3’ 
,I ) 
(3.5) 
1 1 
1 -1 
and &=AZ’. 
For any Y E G?(8), YZ” is not a proper submodule of &. To see this, we 
observe that JdetYlE{1,2,3,5} for all Y 
proper submodule of ~2, (det Y( must be 
Proceeding exactly as in Example 3.2, 
of ME. are linearly dependent, where 
:=A-‘3~ 1 0 3, + 
0 
0 1 + 
E G?(z) and that for Y Z’ to be a 
an even number greater than 2. 
one can show that the Z”-translates 
In other words, the &translates of M, are linearly dependent. 
The authors thank Professors Sherman Riemenschneider and Alfred Weiss 
for useful discussions. 
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